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· Smith/Cady win; but is it over?
•

Tierney subject
of investigation

Smith/Cady win
71°/~ of

i

the vote

by Debbie Dent

by Debbie Dent
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"Holy cow," is what vice
_presidential candidate Steve Cady as
he congratulated running mate Ira
Smith. Smith and Cady are the
winners of the. student government
runoff election with Mike Tierney and
Mike McFadden.
The news came about 8:30 last
night after the elections commission · forward to putting to action all the
had to hand count about half of the ideas I've had for a real long time.
1577 votes that were cast. Smith and The students of UCF have an
Cady were supported by 1, 126 votes excellent year ahead to look forward
while Tierney and McFadden received to,'' Smith said. ''I'd like to thank all
451.
the people who helped, especially my
"I'm real excited and I'm looking parents.''

Cady said he is looking forward to a
great year as student government
vice president. ''I thank God for
giving me the confidence, my family
and friends for support, and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon and the Greek system
for backing me up,'' Cady said.

$1 million up for grabs
•

Staff Report

1986-87.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The money being
which comes from
acitvity and service
total about $1.1
according to Senate
William Dietz.

More than $1 million will be on
the line when the student senate
meets today to decide on Student
Government ' s budget for

budgeted,

by Maryann L. Cross
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The
UCF
athletic
department is working
towards paying off its debt.
According to the latest
revenue and expenditure
statement issued by the
athletic
department,
$250,000 will be applied to
the current $1 million deficit
by June 30.
The athletic department's
projected revenue· through
.June 30 is approximately $1.7
million. Fifty-seven percent of
t he revenue comes from
athletic fees paid by UCF
students. Approximately 12 percent is received from
concessions, ticket income
and guasrantees. The
remaining 31 per cent comes
from the state race track, ad
SEE BUDGET, PAGE 4

High 82 Low 58

SEE lf':'VESTIGATION, PAGE 3

Congress debating
'Octopus' of an act

~tudents '

fees, will
million,
Pro Tern

Athletics paying off $1 million debt

•

The judicial council decided
Tuesday to conduct their own
investigation to determine if Mike
Tiern~y and Mike McFadden are
guilty of a major violation in their
campaign efforts.
William Dietz contested last week's
election that resulted in a runoff
between Ira Smith/Steve Cady and
Mike Tierney/Mike McFadden. Dietz
contested because of Tierney's
omission of several items on his
expense statement. Dietz believes
that if all of Tierney's campaign items

•Cruddy weather just has
a way of sneaking up on
you. Luckily, our weatherometer was on the ball and
we knew of the chance of
rain a whole three minutes
before the downpour. Isn't
modern technology amazing?

by Jessica Snyder
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

"There's a
strong deficit
consciousness
fram Congress
and the
public."

WASHINGTON - Some
call it akin to "putting socks
on an octopus,'' some call it
fear, but by any description
the government is having a
terrible time fashioning a
Higher
Education
Reauthorization Act of 1986.
The act once was supposed
·Dallas Marfin,
to be called the Higher
education lobbyist
Education Reauthorization
Act of 1985.
"The climate is different Act of 1965. And when it
this time,'' said Dallas Martin reauthorizes the programs, it
of the political struggle over sets maximum funding levels
the all-important bill that will for them for the next five
eventually set American years.
higher education policy
Educators don't hesitate to
through the rest of the stress its importance. "It
decade.
provides a road map" for
Martin, head of the Congress and colleges, said
National Association of Bob Aaron of the National
Student Fina ncia 1 Aid . As socia ti on
of State
Administrators, had a big Universities and Land-Grant
part in writing the Higher Colleges.
Education Reauthorization
"It establishes what each
Act of 1980. It expired last par.L; -federal government,
Oct. 1. ·
· state college and family - (in
Congress is supposed to .ih& rollege business) is
pass such acts every five responsible for ," he added.
But the process of creating
years to "reauthorize" the
federal student and college a
Higher
Ed uca tio n
aid programs established in
the original Higher Education
SEE EDUCATION, PAGE 3
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A principled look at
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Come and experience the woodsy.charm.
Sales and Model Center Located One Mile North on
Altaya Trail From Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa Trail.
OPEN 7 DAYS I BROKERS WELCOME

Affordable ·prices start in the low 50's
2 & 3 Bedroom rentals

available While they last.

\,..;

Pric~s Include: Washer, Dryer, Mini·Blindsl
Refr1gerator, Dishwasher and Ceiling Fan.

______________________________________________
__.
CALL 275~9100
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Harriet's diner·
a place to relax
•

•

INVESTIGATION
FROM PAGE l

by Mike Carr

were listed at a fair market
value, the Tierney/McFadden
ticket would h~ve spent more
than the $697 allowed by
election statutes.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A pile of record albums stands side by side
with a philosophy book on a man's search to
know himself. ·
·
Next to them, the top sheet of a tablet of
paper displays the hand-written words of
casual conversation between . two characters
who work at a cozy cafe.
These characters speak into radio
microphones.
Music, philosophy and friendly chats
characterize the atmosphere at "Aunt
Harriet's All-Night Diner and Short Order,"
a WUCF-FM radio program which airs
Saturday night from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m.
"We · describe the program as
talkertainment," Kate Levensohn, the

SEE HARRIET'S, PAGE 6

The elections commission
ruled omission of the items to
be a minor violation and fined
Tierney $30. The judicial
council must now decide if the
commission made the right
decision. ,

Photo/lnstruc:tlonal Resources

The Levensohn's radio show provides music, entertainment, and discussion.

Spraker supported the
elections commission decision
by explaining that Tierney's
failure to include some items
on his expense statement is
not the cause for the 111 vote
difference between Dietz and
Tierney and therefore not a
major violation.

EDUCATION
FROM PAGE l

•

•

Donna Lindsey/Centra l Florida Future

Talent show winner
Steve Glassburn played his way to win this year's student
talent show Tuesday night.

• BOARD MEMBERS
UCF professors Richard
Cornell and Gary Orwig
have been chosen to serve on
the board of directors of.
California-based Pinnacle ·
Courseware, Inc.
Both professors are from
the
Instructional
Technology and Educational
Media departr.nent at UCF.
Their one year terms on the
PCI board began March 11.

· •PROTESTING PROF
University of Wisconsin
assistant professor Robert
Edwards, who refused to

give out the grades of 101 of
his political science students
to protest a low pay raise,
last' week agreed to release
the grades, drop his unfair
labor practices suit against
the school and resign
effective in May,

•MORE SUPPORT
Sanford-based Cardinal
Industries has joined the list
of area corporate supporters
of UCF's Workshop in
Community
TV
Programming (WCTP) to
expand training in television
production. Under terms of
the agreement, students will

In a meeting Tuesday, the
judicial council heard
testimony from Chief
Elections Commissioner
Cindy Spraker, Dietz and
Tierney.

says they should be.
"We get alarmed when
authorizaticms get too high,"
said
Bruce
Carnes,
Reauthorization Act J:iasri't undersecretary for budet and
planning with the Education
been pretty.
On March 3, for example, a Department.
Carnes believes the current
Senate committee finally
Dietz cited several items
passed a version of a bill it congressional plans-which
first began pondering in 1984. some observers say would that were unclearly listed or
Martin says the process has dictate five years of dropping omitted from Tierney's
been more fiscal than more students from 8tuoPnt expense statement. He .
philosophical. "There's a aid and letting college believes the elections
fa 11
in Lo ·commission should have
strong deficit consciousness buildings
investigated further.
from Congress and the disrepair-are ''utopian."
"We (the department) take
public."
''The elections commission
The Senate proposal, authorization figures very
recently out of committee, seriously," he says. "It just accepted his word
would trim about $2 billion means a very great deal without checking," Dietz
from
the
present because much of the bill is in said. "The (judicial council's)
authorization of $11.7 billion the form of entitlements investigation is a very fair
for fiscal 1987. The House's (programs guaranteeing aid deal because they can't just
final version, approved in to all students who qualify)." take his word. To just take
December, would cut funding
As part of his broader mine would be no better."
a bit less drastically, to about reform effort, Education
Tierney
opened
his
$10.6 bilion
Secretary William Bennett
If the full Senate approves had his own version of a discussion with, "I see no
basis for his (Dietz's)
its version, a conference reauthorization act.
committee will' draft a
He promised to deliver his allegations whatsoever."
compromise. Both house~ will own version of the act by the
"I'm glad they are
vote on it and send it to the end of January.
president probably later in
At the end 0f March, the ·investigating because they
Education Department said will find that -our figures are
1986.
Given
all
the the plan was 95 percent accurate and that we have
administration talk about finished, and would be stayed within our allowance,''
killing most kinds of federally presented one piece at a time Tierney said.
funded
college in the Senate.
The judicial council will
programs-from student aid
to dorm construction to help . Retooling the department's announce its decision on
for
Ii bra r i es -co 11 e g e proposal to meet new budget Friday afternoon. If Tierney
lobbyists apparently think strictures has been "like and McFadden are found
the cutbacks now under socks on an octopus,'' Carnes guilty of a major violation
consideration could be a lot said. ''Once we got one they will be disqualified from
program set, something flew the elections which could
worse.
result in a special election.
The Education Department off of another one.''

rece"ive instruction in actual
fie Id situations while
videotaping segments for
the company's corporate
and employee training
tapes.
The decision by Cardinal
is the latest in the short
hi'story of UCF's approach
to shorten training time for
those wishing to enter TV
production by using laser
discs and computerized
simulations.

•RISING FROM ASH
UCF director of public ·
affairs, Dean McFall, will be
speaking to the Orlando
chapter of the Florida Public

Relations Association at its
meeting on April 24. His
topic will be ''Rising From
the Ashes of Unfavorable
Coverage,'' which generates
from the Orlando Sentinel's
recent series focusing on the
university.

.• AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
Iowa State University
administrator George
Christensen distributed a
memo instructing others at
ISU to hire only women and
minorities for job vacancies
for the time being. He said
the policy was needed to
meet the university's
affirmative action goals.

• DORMITE DAY
Hundreds of dorm
residents will compete in
athletic games Saturday in
the 4th annual Dormite Day.
Competition begins at 1
p.m. on the Green with all
seven halls competing for
tfie championship. · The
incumbent champion is
Brevard Hall.
A barbecue will be held
·after the competition at 4
p.ni. Tickets for the
barbecue, which cost $1,
must be purchased ahead of
time from any resident
assistant.-

BUDGET

Every Tuesday Night is

FROM PAGE 1

STODEttT ttlTE
S1 Admission (with student i.o.)

programs and promotions
and other sources.
The projected expenditure
of the athletic department by
June 30 is approximately $1.5
million. Salaries are the
largest expense, comprising
30 percent. Scholarships
account for 20 percent of
expenses, followed by 14
percent for administration.
Game production takes 12
percent of the . revenue. The
remaining 26 percent is used
for equipment and supplies,
travel, recruiting and other
expenses.

.
Conway

•
a unique
opportunity
for

- dvil Engineers -

~il~!M~ ~ l~ ~(@)JlilJ\llt~J~jJ!)J!J~l!.

Conway Plaza • 4446 C~rry ford Rel .. Orlando, FL 32806 • 305 / 282-3456

St8:1"tin~~ IMURPHY'S ROMANCE I

April 11

STARRING

II?G-13 I

Sally Field & James Garner

·

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Professional Typing & Proofreading Service

Term papers coming up? Let TYPERIGHT
help. We can get the job done FAST, and at
very low rates. Papers over 40 pages long, only
$1.00 per page. Give us a call and ease your
load. When your grades come out, you'll be
glad you did.

862-6751
For you and the world itself. As a Peace Corps volunteer, you can_put your d~gree to work ~ta chalJenging, demanding and unique opportunity. YouJI be
meeting new people, learning a .n~w language, experiencing a new culture ancf sarning a whole new
outlook. And while you' re building yourfuture, you 'll
help people in developing countries plan, design,
and construct road s, buildings, sanitation systems,
dams, bridges, canals 9r other structures which are
critical for meeting their economic needs.

.'ientJe 'Dental
.

~~If you never

heard of VISTA,
its because you
never needed
,VISTA.''-James Earl Jones

.

SCOTT EBNER D.D.S.
4063 N: GOLDENROD RD.
(off University Blvd.,
opposite K·Mart)

Howto et
moneyout9
someone esi es
your arents.
Al I rnu han· to do is risit rour
authoriz.ed Apple dealt'r hy.Ju ne'.·mth
and take adrantage of"Apple'.·
Student Kreak .. rehate program.
Bu~ an Apple "Ile. the most
popular computer i11 education. and
well semi \'Oll a check for SISO.
. Buy :In Apple llc. :1 compaci
\'ersion of the. Apple lie. and ~mill
. get hack S...).
Bu,· ;1\l;1ci11tosh™ )l21\. the
computer you drnit hare to snid~
-:: . to learn. am! ~mill get a
SJ..,) check.
Or hur a \lacintosh Plus. the .
computer that gire~ more power to
student\ and get ;1 ,,·hopping
S200 reh:tte.
l~ut tlrst. mu do hare to do
one thing th:1i you·rl' proh:thly pret~
good at hy IHJ\\'.
.\"k your parents tiir the money
to hu y the computer.

$750 rebate.

Good luck if you're part of the throng thafs
going after the standard summer job. Count on
long hours and low pay- if you're lucky enough
to find the work.
Get smart. Call Temporaries Inc. right now.
As one of our temporary employees, you'll get top
pay, top benefits and jobs with the best
companies in town.
Don't count on good luck for a good summer
job. Count on Temporaries Inc.

A

inc.®

It's time you called for the Extraordinary Temporary.
315 EAST ROBINSON STREET #160

841-TEMP

,.

MEET OUR REPRESENTATIVES
ON APRIL 11TH, 9AM-4PM,
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
CALL 1-800-468-27~5.

677·8888

Good luck.
You'reGoing
To Need It.
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Huckleberry_introduces
its new addition
·at The Crossroads
A Brand New Floorplan!
Our dramatic new 3 bedroom 2 bath New Orleans model is
designed for true family living and incorporates the exciting
features of all the new homes at The Crossroads!

Master
Bedroom
,,. • 14 4

Feat~res

Bedroom~

10". 10•

. ~

you pay extra for elsewhere!

You won't believe how much is inch~ded in every Huckleberry
home! The kitchens are really special...with innovative design
and incredible standard features like frost-free refrigerators,
plumbed and equipped with ice-maker, self cleaning range,
dishwasher, disposal and even a space-saving microwave oven.

Designer details never available in this price range.
These homes really look expensive. There's decorator wallpaper
in the kitchen and baths, ceramic foyers, colonial door casings
arid baseboards, wood - not metal - closet doors and mirrored closet doors in the luxurious master suite. The rear and
side yards are privacy fenced and there's a professional landscaping package designed to complement the warmth and
·
charm of these homes.

•

A friendly neighborhood, designed for extra fun!
Dedicated, caring planning has made Huckleberry a friendly,
fun place to live. There's tennis, racquetball, softball and soccer
fields, swimming pool, acres of unspoiled nature and much
more. Before you consider buying anyplace else, see the
extras .. ,at Huckleberry!

ltor.

608

We're Creating
A friendly New Town

THE CROSSROADS

AT

Lake Underhill Rd

HUCRLEBERRY
FIELDS.

Below Market financing tailored to your budget.
We pay dosing costs.

From $59,990

East SR 50 at Alafaya Trail, South One Mile• (305) 275-1781 •Broker Co-op
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HARRIET'S
FROM PAGE 3

MOCK LSAT

show's publicity director
says. "It's not a talk show or
an entertainment program.
It's a hybrid." Kate also plays the
character Kate in the show,
but her husband, Stephen B.
Levensohn, a professor of
philosophy at UCF, is the
main character.
·He portrays Aunt Harriet,
a laid-back, restaurantcounter realist who dishes out
options to philosophical
questions.
Levensohn assumed Aunt
Harriet's name when she died
and left him her diner.
"I was Harriet's 'go for'
and
became
her
by
association," he says.
The male Aunt Harriet
personifies realism.' "I'm
somewhat skeptical of the
world, bu,t I choose to adapt
to it and find a rhythm to
life,' ' he says.
· Harriet's realism clashes
with Kate's idealism. Kate
chooses not to adapt and runs

sponsored by

LAMBDA EPSILON CHI
WHE.N: Saturday, April 12
WHERE: ED 210
TIME: 10:00 a.m.
(approx. 2 hrs.)
REGISTRATION: ·$ 2.00
Open To All Interested Parties
E

-ENTERPRISE 1701
THE SOUTH 'S LARGEST SOURCE FOR COMICS,
FANTASY & WAR GAMING, SCIENCE FICTION, & BLOOM CO .

2814 Corrine Drive• 1 Mi. E. of Base• 896-1701

for additional information call
Sue Arnold • 855-3829
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against
world 's natural
rhythm,. the
symbolized
by the I
tiny stre~m that dribbles
water by the diner. Espousing
different philosophies, Aunt
Harriet and Kate always
adopt opposing viewpoints on
the
topics
under
consideration.
Mrs. Levensohn said this
adversarial format, which
takes form in a short dialogue
at-the beginning of each show,
encourages listeners to call
the program.
''They know that regardless
· of what their opinion is, it will
be acceptable to one of us,''
she says.
Aunt Harriet respects
callers because they are ~n
integral part of the program,
he says. If they call
frequently, they become
characters at Tilt Creek, the
locale of Harriet's diner. The
show also attracts wellknown Orlando personalities
as callers. Orange County
Sherrif Lawson Lamar is
Sheriff Awesome on the show
and his deputies are "almost
awesome,'' · Levensohn says.
He attaches himself to each
character. "You miss them
when they don't call in for a
while,'' he said.
Levensohn said som,e
callers w~mt to know where
the. diner is located so they
can come down drink a cup of
coffee.
"I have to tell them the
road and bridge are washed
out," he says. "I'm trying to
make them understand that
Aunt. H~riet' s diner is an
unreachable island in the
sky. ''
While one part of the
show 's popularity stems from
letting callers participate as
minor characters, another
part arises from the themed
music Aunt Harriet plays.
"The music amplifies the
program's line of thought and
keeps the show from
becoming too sticky or
heavy,'' Levensohn says.
As for Aunt Harriet, he's
satisfied with the music,
philosophy and friendly chats
at the diner.
"I have no ambition," he
says. "I just want to stay at
Tilt Creek 'till I die.''

•
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BALLOON
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•

BY KRYS FLUKER

The balloon landed in the middle of damaged any property or the balloon
the road and instantly three men itself, and that was all the balloonist
.
grabbed the side of the basket to hold asked for.
The few cars that had stopped by
it down. It bounced a few times, and
the side of the road to watch the
suddenly jerked up again, dragging
balloon land started up and drove off.
the men clinging to the side about 20
Fraser stood for a few minutes more,
feet.
"Can you get it to the side of the and climbed into the van that was
road?" one of the men asked, battling parked by the roadside. His job was
to "chase" the balloon and pick it up
the balloon's expressed wish to be
wherever it landed.
back in the sky where it belonged.
As he drove along the road, he kept
With assorted grunts and exclamations, the men pulled the unwilling in touch with the balloon by radio.
balloon across the asphalt to a strip of After about five minutes the pilot in
the balloon announced that he would
grass on the side of the four-lane
highway. The people inside the have to land at a nearby subdivision,
since that was the only accessible
balloon's basket hung on for dear life.
After the balloon was secured, the open space within the balloon's range.
The second landing was not as genfour occupants clambered out, one by
one. They were replaced by the tle. The balloon, perhaps realizing
·icrew" that would go on the second that its fun was over for today, was
determined to cause as much trouble
leg of the balloon's flight.
When the balloon was finally releas- as possible. It slammed down into the
ed to continue its journey, it seemed . grass of a well-manicured golf course,
grated across the road and tipped
to have changed its mind. It rose a
few feet, shuddered, and returned to over, almost spilling its passengers
earth, only to repeat the process in onto the ground.
The ground crew grabbed at lines
another couple of feet. Finally, with a
dangling
from the balloon. They pullfew rough jolts to express its indignation, the balloon was once again air- ed it down to the ground, but the
balloon had one more trick left up
borne.
On the ground, pi.lot Norm Fraser its ... sleeve. Perversly, it draped itself
surveyed the rising green-and-black over the front lawn of the small office
balloon with silent satisfaction for a across the road, snagging a few trees
few minutes. The landing had not and drifting gently down right at the

t

feet of the astopished office personnel
that came out to see what was going
on.
Par for the course. When a balloon
wants to land, ·it lands.
"I've landed, and damaged property, and had people say, 'No problem,'
when we run over a shrub or
something,'' said Fraser, who has
been flying balloons-and landing in
backyards-for seven years, and now
pilots for Rise and Float Balloon .
Tours, which owns the big green
balloon.
''They usually think our landing

Volume 2 Number 29 April l O, 1986
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there is great. When they get mad,
it's just to be mad."
Even if he'd like to avoid the types
that object to his presence, Fraser is
governed by the prevailing winds and
the quirks of his balloon. He explained that the wind usually shifts direc·
tion with altitude
To change direction, then, in theory
all the pilot has to do is gain or lose
altitude. Fraser said he guages the
ground winds by watching flags,
smoke and even palm trees.

SEE BALLOON, PAGE 2
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•ARTSFEST '86
Artsfest '86 will take place in downtown
Orlando April i'HiThe festival will feature
llt'lll'ly 40 local ethnic groups showcasing
native music, dance, art , and food. Over 200
hours of live entertainment is scheduled, in·
eluding artists such as the Florida Symphony
Youth Orchestra and jazz pianist Ramsey
Lewis. There is a suggested donation of $2 for
adults and $1 for children and each donation
will include a free Burger King caupon. For
more information, call the Arts Council of
Greater Orlando at 84.3·2787.
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•ANYTHING GOES
Anthing Goes. a Cole Porter musical. OpelUI
April 10 at the UCF university theatei:. It
will run April 10·13 and April 17-19. The
shows will begin at fl p.m., with the exception
of the 13th. which will begin at 2 p.m. Tickets
.are SS a~d a limited amount of UCF student
tickets will be underwritten by UCF student
government. F or reservations and information call 275·2862.

•DANCE CONCERT
Rolli ns College dance depart ment will be
presenting "Centennial Da nce." fea t uring
Rollins dance studen ts, dancer~ from t he
School of t.he Performimg Arts and guest ar·
List. Edward Burgess. Tickets or fur ther in·
formation may be obtained by calling the An·
ni e Russell Theater box office at 646·2145.

•THE RITZ
Central Florida Civic Theater presen ts The
Ritz, a comedy about. a straight man on the
run from the Mafia who hides out in a gay
bathhouse. Performances are April 11·12,
i 6·20, and 23·27. Ticket. in formation is
available at. 896·7365.
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Bos Ross

Greetings and felicitations, my readers and
welcome back to my Mind's Eye. Congratulations to all Greek Week participants; and a
special Bronze Stretcher Award to Lambda
Chi Alpha for eating asphalt in the chariot
race. Y'all get an "A" for effort in my book.
By the way, if the person who funneled a 16
oz. beer into my helpless puppy is reading
this, LOOK OUT! I'm going to find you. In
the meantime, I have to write all this stuff
you now see below.
Once again the Mind's Eye focuses on the
department of computer science. During the
past year that department has told us the
curriculum taught at this fine institution is
first in the country and third in the world.
Congratulations are defintely in order for
those hard-working individuals involved, but
the fame and fortune seems to have gone to
the department's collective head. Most, if not
all, of this campus' computers are now running on an accounting system.
This system is the equivalent to "Please insert coin'' for those persons whose classes are
not determined to be computer dependent.
First vibrating beds, then video games, and
now my own university's computers are
demanding my money.
Some classes don't require computers, but
their use frees time for far more interesting, if
decadent, activities, i.e., playing co-ed
Twister in honey. Studies show that persons
who are forced to spend many hours on meaningless calculations tend to become paranoid
schizophrenic celibate buddhists. (Would I
lie?)

•

•MIN I-OPE RA
The Orla ndo Opera Company will be performing Face on t he Ballroom Floor. a
25·minu te Western melodrama in three acts,
at. the Cheyenne Saloon as part of ArtsFest
'86. There will be performances at 1:30 and
3:30 on April 12 a nd 2:30 and 4:30 on April
13. Tickets are $2 fo r all oe rformances.

Once again, ·UCF goes that extra
mile-to get students' extra buck
BY

•

MindSEye
The situation becomes worse if one is aware
that a computer could help accomplish the
task in one-tenth the time. Correct me if I'm
wrong, but isn't time saving a major reason
for using computers?

The bottom line seems to be this: if you're
not enrolled in certain classes you don't have
access to the P.C. 's.
Mark Fraser, an engineering major, had
th]:-- to say on the matter, "There was an offer
of one million George Washingtons to be us-

ed as bait for a well known computer science
chairman. I'd rather get my homework done
quickly than watch professors driving around
in 150 SLs (Hot looking Mercedes)."
The worst part of this whole situation is
that if Mark can't use UCF's computers he
breaks into my apartment to use my lil' one.
Trust me when I say an engineer crouching
over a computer in your apartment can wreak
havoc on your social life.

BALLOON
FROM PAGE 1
There is one danger that arises as the sun comes up. As the
land heats unevenly, masses of warm air, called thermals,
rise up and can be a hazard to balloonists. This is why most
balloons are seen in the early morning before or right after
sunrise.
Fraser said he uses a natural guage to decide when ther·mals are beginning to form. "When you see the buzzards
soar," he said, "then it's definitely time to be out of the sky."
That kind of caution keeps Fraser and the rest of the pilots
at Rise and Float safe. Fraser said that there have been very
few injuries in ballooning since he started.
"You can get hurt doing anything, and of course you can
get hurt ballooning too.'' he said.
He said the balloons are built to stand up to a lot of wear
and tear. The envelope-the fabric part of the balloonshould be overhauled every 400 hours, he said. The wicker
baskets and burners tend to last longer.
"We don't really damage the wicker, " he said. "That part
is really tough. The whole aircraft is designed for rough treatment.
It has to be to take the kind of punishment that such
balloons get daily. In addition to the grueling landings, there
are the occasional air hazards, such as treetops. However
Fraser said that treetops come in handy sometimes.
"We use them as brakes. You hit a pine tree sideways, it
willslow you down," he said.
Despite all the Ji,azards, and despite the ornery nature of
balloons, Fraser says he plans to keep racing and flying
balloons for a while. Before he took up balloning, he said, he
flew airplanes. He strongly believes that man belongs in the
air.
"If God hadn't wanted us to fly, he'd have given us roots,"
he said.

•

•

As Moses once said, "Let my ... " computers
' ' ... go.''

Looks like I'm out of room again so let's
wrap it up with a greek week poem.
TKE's won, but I doubt I'll cheer
'Cause they win it every year
No one lost so don't you beg
But next time Pikes, break the egg
Now it's over and we'll take a rest
With the knowledge that Sig Eps are best
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GRADUATING BUSINESS SENIORS!

PRUDENTIAL HAS EXPANDED!
America's largest insurance and financial
service company has opened a new office in South Orlando and has openings
for multi-level agents and registered
' r~presentatives. An excellent opportunity
with extensive financial product line, excellent benefits and training program. For
a confidential interview, call Mike Richter
at (305) 857-1371.

3

Spielberg takes a nosedive
in shallow "Money Pit"
BY ADAM CHRZAN

A word of advice to all of this week's potential movie-goers: steer clear of The Money
Pit.
Sure, it has big stars. Sure, it has all the
allure of a good romantic comedy. But this is
where the movie's strong points, if it really
has any, end.
~
The Money Pit, co-produced by the
An Equal Opportunity Employer
almighty Steven Spielberg and David Giler,
=;;;;;;.;;;.;;;;;-;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-I is, to put it bluntly, a catastrophe. One inight
r
think this is an attempt at revenge by
Spielberg. Sure, I'd be ticked at not receiving
an Oscar this year, but this "revenge" is
much too cruel.
is now offering
The plot, and I use the term loosely, shows
us Walter, played by Tom Hanks (Splash),
and Anna, played by Shelly Long (TV's
Cheers) deeply in love and living in Anna's
ex-husband's apartment.
The ex, a world-famous conducter named
Student Legal Services Provides
Max, (magnificently overacted by ballet star
students with assistance in selected
Alexander Godunov) returns home after a
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive
attorney consu.ltation and representa·tion free of charge to qualified
students. Call 275-5590 or stop by Rm
222 for more information or an appointment.

The Prudential @HJ

Brevard Cantpus

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES

Tom Hanks and Shelley Long star in the
lackluster comedy "The Money Pit."

year's world tour. His returns signals the
start of pr<?blems for Walt and Anna. They

SEE PIT, PAGE 4

It'~ Kni ht Ni9ht
,__:_~~ Toni9ht!

Problems with?

Need?

J,andlords?

A Will?

Insurance?

Name Change?

Contracts?

Uncontested Dissolution?

~'/~=~

and Seafood
Orlando International Airport· 855-6761

Police?

-~

I
•

Buy·one
Piz7.a ...
Get one
FREE!*

Coupon
Valuable
Pinar Plaza
Location Now
Delivering To
UCF Campus.

•

\.l

Minimal
Delivery Charge
Delivery

From 4 p.m.

917 w. 436
CK-mart I Wekiva Square)

ORLANDO

ORLANDO

ORLANDO

734 Goldenrod Rd.
<Pinar Plaza>

2401 W. Oak Ridge Rd.
(Apache Plaza)

Curry Ford & Crystal Lake
(Dover Center)

6096 E. Colonial Dr.
<Home Depot Center)

275-3806

862-5099

855-1973

896-0272

282-0210

EAST ORLANDO

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS

EDGEWOOD

CASSELBERRY

ORLANDO

LONGWOOD

4741 S. Orange Ave.
(Ft. Gatlin Shopping Center>

1030 E. Semoran Blvd.
<Goodings Plaza)

6821 W. Colonial Dr.
(Hiawassee Woods Center)

172 Highway 17·92
( 17·92 & 434)

859-0921

339-5020

291-0931

831-3670

========When you makeapina tlis good, one iust isn't enou;i:========

·•

*BUr Allr SIZf lITTlf CAWIS PIZZA ANO GET 1Hf 10fll11CAL PIZZA Flffl
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PIT

ing Sea Monkeys. Their movements are
predictable from the word go.

FROM PAGE 3
must vacate his apartment a;nd find some
type of housing.
· Almost broke, both monetarily and
spiritually, Walt gets a tip from his real
estate friend about a house that seems too
good to be true. Guess what gang? It is.
This dream-come-true turns into a
nightmare when everything in the house
begins to fall apart. Walt and Anna enlist the
help of a pair of conniving brothers who proceed to wreak further havoc on Walt's house
and wallet.
It is at about this point that the movie's
plot begins to twist and turn until it vanishes
into a mass of cliched lines and trite situations.
Long and Hanks are both likable, versatile
performers, but you'd never be able to tell
from this fiasco. Both of their characters exhibit about as much life as freeze-dried Amaz-

One of the mucho grande problems with
this film is the constant shifting of the comedy focus. One moment we're straining to
laugh at the slapstick comedy director
Richard Benjamin inserts into the movie. The
next moment we're trying to find the subtle
humor he has slipped into the screenplay. It
is this rollercoaster-type of comedy that
quickly makes this movie a tiring ordeal for
even the hardiest of viewers.

THE THREE PRIMARY
CAUSES OF HAPPY
HOURS.AT

Benjamin began his directing career with
the hilarious My Favorite Year and has since
headed toward rock-bottom with flops such
as Racing with the Moon and City Heat. Benjamin seems destined to continue on his
downward flight this one.
Jay Boyar has shown his true skill in
reviewing movies by giving this bomb only
two stars. My only regret is his generosity
towards the movie.

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sat. Vigil Mass 6:00 PM
Sun. Masses
8:00, 10:30 and 12 noon

1. HAPPY HOUR NIGHTLY FROM
4:00 TO CLOSE.

•

2. GOOD FOOD AT GOOD PRICES.

..

3. A REFRESHING AND LIGHT
ATMOSPHERE, EASY TO RELAX
AND UNWIND IN.

•

1501 South Alafaya Trail
275-0841

•

HOURS

Masters Choir Rehersal
Wednesday 7:30

This black woman could be
America·s hope ... she·s a United
Negro College Fund graduate
who could dedicate her life to
finding a cure for cancer. A cure
that could save thousands or
lives each year. And fill every
black person's heart with pride.
So support black education ..
Send your check to the United
Negro College Fund. Box Q. 500
East 62ndSt.. New York. N.Y. 10021.

•

MON.-THURS. 11 A.M. - 12 P.M.
FRl.-SAT.
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
SUN.
Noon - 6 P.M.

LOCATED IN FASHION SQUARE MALL
BETWEEN BURDINE'S AND ROBINSON'S
898-6041
•

•
•

•
•

BEAT THE CLOCK
MONDAY
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 50¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS
1-2 50¢ DRINKS

TUESDAY
SINK·OR·SWIM

.50 cent DRINKS
FROM 8 TO 10

WEDNESDAY
LADIES NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

THURSDAY
LIP·SYNC
COME AND SEE THE AREA'S
ALL-STAR LIP-SYNC ARTISTS.·

FRIDAY MIAMI
VICE PARTY ·
WATCH THE SHOW-ON
WIDE SCREEN LV.!
CONTESTS, PRIZES 8t T-SHIRTS

SATU RDAY NIGHl

•

THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER SUNDAY
PARJ°Y
NO COVER
CHARGE

U.C.F. STUDENT 1 /2 PRICE ENTRANCE
MON. - THURS. WITH l.D.
The First And _Only European Video Disco Multiplex
In The State Of Fiorida

OFF THE WALL
4892 S. Orange Blosso111 Tr., Orlando. FL 328019

•

•
•

..
OpllllOll
,
•

..

•

•
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·Election problems
could have been
avoided

I '.,~,lT ~\

The troubles with the Student Government
Presidential and Vice Presidential elections did not
begin when allegations hit a candidate. The problems can be traeed to _the Senate's inability to
pass out effective legislation, and the administration's unwillingness to draw the line.
We saw last year that there comes a point at
which a higher power must intervene to correct our
errors from time to time. Mistakes are just a part of
being students. These are the years that we should
make the mistakes, when there is still someone
around to correct them.
That is not to say that we need 'mommy and daddy' looking out for us from the Administration
building. That is to say, that we are not perfect, we
don't know everything, and we do need to have someone looking out for us to correct a bad situation.
In this case, we obviously have a bad situation. A
situation that could have easily been avoided in
two ways.
First, the Student Senate could have passed
tighter legislation when they revised the Election
Statutes. Defining a "minor" violation as one
which had no effect on the outcome of the election,
and a "major" violation as one which may have effected the outcome of the election leaves something
to be desired, both from a legislative standpoint
and a judicial one.
The interpretations one could get from even that
simple definition make smooth and effective implementation of the rest of the statutes difficult, if
not impossible.
One might argue that a reasonable person should
be able to follow the legislation without causing
problems. But politics is not built on reason. Luckily, we can learn that here, rather than finding out
too late in life that politics isn't all a battle of wits
and intergrity meshed into one .
The administration cbuld have also helped to
avoid this situation. By taking a more active role in
the Senate's legislative process, the administration
could have given students rules without the
number of loopholes which now exist, thereby
avoiding future involvement. It was the administration which stepped into last year's fracas
and resolved the situation. Their resolution at the
time' looked as much like meddling in student problems as it did a solution to a problem. So much so,
that one might think that it would be their desire to
avoid a similar situation in the future.
Helping Student Government develop cohesive
Elections Statutes minus the loopholes would have
insured that the administration would have less involvement in the future .

'~ ~ ~

~.

.. ~

A mid-elections nightmare
I didn't get much sleep last night. Visions of
Student Government elections were dancing in my
head and it was a nightmarish experience. I knew
there was only one way for me to find peace:
Call Herman .
After dousing my head with Denorex and
splashing coffee in my face, I called my six-legged,
beer drinking, peanut butter eating pal to find out
what the latest is on this election stuff.
·
"Oh it's real simple, " he said. "There's a chance
that one of the candidates in last week's election
may have... urp ... cheated, so the judicial council is
trying to decide if he really did or not."
If that's all the issue consists of, I can't
understand what all the fuss is about. This is
America and there are only two options in a matter
like this. If the guy is innocent, fine, let things
stand as they are. If he's guilty, nail the slug to the
wall.
That's simple, right?
Not a-ccording to Herman. Apparently,
someone's greased the wheels of justice in Camelot
with peanut butter.
Several people think it's inconvenient to disrupt
the elections process just because someone may
have broken the rules. "It's no big deal," some of
them say.

Ordinarily, I wouldn't be too surprised to hear a
few students voice apathetic comments like that.
But this situation is different. The .people with
the "who cares" attitude sit on the elections
commission.
No matter how abstract a concept such as
"principle'" may be, we're all doomed when people
in charge decide its not practical to play by the
rules.
Fortunately, those with the "I don't give a damn
who breaks the rules" attitude are no longer in
control of the situation. The judicial council
realizes the situation is a matter of principle and
has taken over the investigation into Mr. Tierney's
alleged infractions. They are expected to announce
a decision tomorrow.
Whether Tierney is found guilty or not, at least
Herman and I can be comfortable with the
knowledge that when someone is suspected of
breaking the rules, there are some non-slugs who
still care about playing fair.

•

• Anti-abortion
piece muddy

• Campaigner only·
working to educate

rights that a scalpel and a suction
tube could have legally prevented only moments before. The implications
for the rest of us are unsettling.

Editor:

Editor:

This letter is addressed to the people out there who said that they ..had
already voted when someone tried to
hand them a piece of campaign
literature.
I worked on the recent elections and
spent uncounted hours painting
boards and handing out fliers. I tried
to answer questions when people
didn't understand any of the candidates' platforms.

Upon reading Beth Carran Poole's
article "Anti-abortion groups gaining
ground" in the April 1 edition of The
Central Florida Future, I felt must
respond to the article's two final
statements: "There is no answering
bigotedness. You can't reason with
dogma." My reply: Neither is there
any answering muddy thinking. You
can't reason with ill-logic. So in the interest of promoting clear thinking I'd
like to examine two preconceptions
observed by the article.

After all of the work that nearly one
hundred campaign staff people id to
educate the average UCF student all
you people could do was say ''I
already voted." My only response at
this point is 'Bull!' Out of 16,000
students only 2089 could muster the

energy to take their ID and spend 2
miutes voting for their future for the
next year.
That's right. lt you didn't vote then
you ga've up your chance . to control
what is going to happen to your
money in the coming semesters. The
President and Vic~ President have
more powers than you realize and
because of your apathy the next
President can only assume that you
don't give a damn about what they
do.

he Central Florida future
P.O. Box 25000. Orlando, Fl., 32816 (305)275-2601 or 275-2865
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The second strikes at the heart of
what we are. It is the notion that all
we are is, in the final analysis, just
another species of rpammal; that all
our emotions and thoughts and even
our moral choices don't really matter.
Jim Crigler
Computer Science

First, there is the notion that a
fetus is not a person with civil rights
under the Cons ti tu ti on. Yet
somehow, sometime this bit of protoplasm suddenly acquires the very
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Quest Apts has 2 bdrm 2 bath opts
available immediately on Alafaya Tr and
Aristotle Dr. Central a/c, disposal,
dishwasher, curtains and minlblinds, and
bug spraying Included washer and dryer
In apt If desired S390 monthly plus sec
call Jason at 281-4712.

Get psyched for the TKE social/tomorrow
nightl We have a busy day on Saturday.
The car waSh In ttie morning at Dlscnt.
Auto Parts and the picnic for teens on the
.go after thatl

Female roommate needed. Foxhunt
Lanes. 1/4 utilities. Neat. nonsmoker, 5165
per month, call 351-5656.

Cap, gown: 52" long. 671-0687.

Honda Accord 1977 runs great needs
paint S1500-0BO 657-0428 days.

ABORTION SERVICES
Free Nitrous, early pregnancy test, low cost
birth control. Morning after treatment.
Confidential, private, women owned . A
special approach to health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1030 Herman, near 436 and 50.
closest center to UCF. 422-0606 or toll
free 1-800-432-8517.

Will do typing In my home. 2 miles from
UCF off Dean Road. Call 675-0937 for Information on rates.

SSS IMMEDIATE CASH SSS
for coins, stamps or
baseball cards.
call Biii 275-6389

Need anylhlng typed? Call Jean at
628-260B and she will do It. Reasonable.

Misc frunlture, cocktail w two end tables,
b/w TV, stereo stand, ail in good cond.
and Inexpensive call Jeff at 281-7702 or
678-372B.

Winter Park private room & bath, laundry,
cable Inc. 325/mo. no pets no smoking
657-2233 prefer female.
· Dark brown couch, ottoman, 2 chairs. Only
S150. Call 671-8090.
Avall lmmed 2bd/2 bth/washer/dryer
across from UCF 275-3439

LAMBDA EPSILON CHI

Pontiac Lemans 74 2 dr PS.PB.AC, low
miles. good cond. Jo 273-6436 eves.

LEX vs Brevard's Corput Jury's Softball
game and picnic Saturday April 12th
1:OOpm warm up game 2:00pm UCF
Athletic Field

Organizational Communication Club
Meeting: April 16 time 5:30pm
Place FA 129
Organizelng for 86-87 year

Roommate wanted to share two bedroom.
two bathroom duplex washer/dryer one
mile from UCF S225 per month plus 1/2
utilities.

Hi Lois!
JOB HUNTING ?
Get a video resume now!
Call: 298-8837

Restaurant Position Available
Part & full lime
Apply in person
Interviews between 2-4 pm
Bakerstreet Restaurant
743 Lee Road, Orlando

TYPING... Fast. Accurate and Reasonable
657-9015

Part time secretary. You choose hours. In
Oviedo 54.50 per hour call 365-5276 or
365-3648.
-

Roommate wanted - prv. bdrm & bath
1/2 ml.-from UCF 217.Solmon. 9
112 utl. call 282-0341

Tuscwilla/Casa Park-Must rent by May l , 2
bdrm 2 bath, pool, spa, all appliances.
For details, call Mark at 365-3953 or Susan
at 365-2972.

3 roommates needed fOf a furnished
duplex within bicycle distance of the campus. 1/4 utilities, SlSO per room mate,
duplex has washer and dryer. Call
273-5333. Ask for F01rest.

Apple Compal Computer Franklin Ace
2000 S595 Men's 10-Spd. Huffy Bike 535
call Chris 657-,2508.

Black faculty cap and gown. medium
height-like new SlOO (305) 695-3317.

1978 Hammond Aurora 8200 organ two
manual, presets, percussion, rhylhm,
glissendo, bench, extras. S1800 or best
reasonable offer. 894-8717.

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
Sl 35 MILLION plus In financial aid went
unused last year. Freshmen, Sophomores.
ongoinggroduate students; for help
cast11no in on your share of those funds,
call Academic Data Services toll free
1-800-544-1574, ext. 639, or write P.O. Box
16483, Chattanooga, TN 37416.

DI-This rag doesn't publish Sunday-So
here's an early happy birthday!

Help prevent paper cuts ... Buy thick paper.
Phone girls needed to set appointments
from qualified lists. Flexible hours. Can set
from home call 831-0022.

Female roomate 2 bdr/2 bath
beautifully furn. Foxhunt Lanes
All lux. split rent and vtlllty
Cali 282-8700. Ask for owner.

Call Ruth Richards-894-7169 for your typ.
Ing needs 7 days a week.

ABORITON SERVICES, birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counceilng. VD
screening, low cost, confldentlal services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

UCF area room-mate to share new 2br
2bth townhome with two students. Two
miles from UCF. Private bed and bath,
whasher/Hryer, pool, tennis, other extras.
200 mo, 113 utilities 273-8952.

Room for rent-looking for a female to rent
a room In a 3 bedroom furnished apt for
the summer session. Pool, tennis courts,
nearby shopping center $175 per month
plus 1/3 utilities, call EDE 678-37B5.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS
Designed/Revised/Typed - 657-0079.

_
Women's Pregnancy Center
Free pregnancy test. Conlidenliol, individual counseling. In W.P. 1405 W. Fairbanks: one block west of 1792. Mon-Sat.
Call 647-1477 . We can help you.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Professional Services. All Work
prepared on commercial word processors
for error free neatness.. We use IBM equipment letter quality printer not dot-matrix.
Free rough drafts and revisions. Same
day, week end and overnight service
available. Over 8,000 satisfied students.
Cail 671-3007.

Typist. 20 years experience, particularly
theses and dissertations. Susie 647-4451 :
273-2300 after 6. Work close to UCF for
drop off and pick-up.

Typing & word processing in my W.O. Co.
home. Experienced. 656-9558.

LOST: Pearly Cockatiel. Gray with yellow
spots, yellow head and crest, orange
cheeks. Name Is "Jen." REWARD. Lost in
College Heights. Cali 282-6450.

To all the wacky funsters at the
newspaper. Thanks for the party! I was
,urorlsed .
Kelly

Wa!n... ~u s or wolri. You make the decision.

Four out of five dentists surveyed recomend classifieds for their patients who
chew gum.
Call Mike al the Central Florida Future.
275-2865

United Parcel Service ·1..._.........~----__.I
Part-Time .Positions Available

..

•
•
•
•

United ·Parcel Service will be
accepting applications for
part·time loaders and unloaders.
..
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour.

•

Please sign up for an int$rview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.

•

•

.

,.

·Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., ·
Or 11:00 p.m.,- - Monday through
Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours·per day.
.

•
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H~lP bring the world together.

Host an exchange stuaent.

Askvourfrlends What they like about

•

,] /,) ii-EPOSll
Sign up Whereveryou have o Checking orsovlngs account.

U CF

I NGTON
W'ASH
'"'
OR LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
OXFORD su1~:fR

Learn to Skycl./ve
at Sunny Z-Hills

•

•

•

•

* AcceleratedInstruction
Free Fall

•
•

Full Academic Years In
• Oxford Univ,rsity
• L.S.E •
• St. Andrews, Scotland

KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE 12

Assistant Coach Sam Rick,
who took control for the
· h
h
second strrug t nig t as Jay
Static Line Program
Bergman was out with an
Tandem Jumping
illness, was very pleased with
Manion's effort.
Best Facilities in Florida
"Russ came out and threw
the type of game we know .
All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes.
he's capable of throwing. I
think Russ wanted to prove
Worlds Best Known Parachute Center
himself tonight and he did."
Parachute Sales on the field
Scott McHugh put UCF on
the scoreboard first with a
For More Info:
run-scoring single in the third
- - Call or Write for our Brochure
· ·
M H h
d Todd
mmng.
c ug an
Reese
each
hi
h had three base
·ts on t e evening .
Trailing 3-0, Rollins
Zephyrhills Parachute Center, P.O. Box 1101, Zephyrhllls, Florida 34283,'Phone (813)788-5591 ,
touched Manion for one run in
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~========~(E~O~/~AA~)======~I the bottom of the fifth inning.
Tar Bob Simmons led off with
a double, and advanced to
home on two ensuing
groundouts .

*

*

*

U.S. credits will be transferred
through Hampden-Sydney
College, founded in Virginia by
James Madison in 1776.
Graduate work is an option.
The Director of Studies for the
CenterforQualityEducation
Abroad (in Britain) is the Rt.
Hon. The Lord Beloff, D.Litt.
(Oxon.), Fellow of the British
Academy, Professor Emeritus
of Government and Fellow of
All Souls, Oxford.
INQUIRIES TO:
JANET KOLLEK, J.D.,
AdmissionsDirectorCQEA/
WISC, Rm 53, 158 W. 81 St.,
NY,NY, 10024.
(212·724·0804/724·0136).

How to buya - · ·· ·
Pernormance
·

•

will travel to
to take on the
University of Florida in an
evening game at 7 p.m. today.
UCF head coach Jay
Bergman at one time held the
top coaching job for the
Gators.

~~~~~~~~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Sf.u:m=:m:e~r~~F~a;.l~l;:;;~S~p~ri~n~g;llaainsville

•

..

FROM PAGE 12

FOR20 MIWON PEOPLE, In MONEY IN THE BANK.

•

•

BASEBALL

...

UCF's only extra base hit
of the evening came in the top
of the ninth inning when
Vince Zawaski orbited a three
run home run over left center
to put the Knig~~s up 8-1.

You can use the American Express®Card
to buy co~cert tic~ets for your favorite
I groups or atrplane tickets for your vacations. It's the perfect way to pay for all the
little things, and the big-ticket items, that
you'll want during college.

Shortstop Odie Koehnke
also had three runs batted in
for the Knights. In the fourth
inning he scored Vince
Zawaski and Bobby Miller on
a single, and later scored
Miller again in the eighth on a
sacrifice fly.

How to get the Card
before you graduate.
Because we believe college is the first sign
of Success, we've made it easier for you to
get the American Express Card. Graduating
students can get the Card as soon as they
accept a Sl0,000 career-oriented job. If
you're not graduating yet, you can
apply for a special sponsored Card. Look
for student applications on campus.
Or call I-800-THE-CARD, and tell them .
you want a student application.

Rollins ' starting pitcher
Mark Sonaglia (5-5) was
credited with the loss after
pitching 6.1 innings.

The American Express Card.
Don't leave school without it ~M

Sun
Tantalizing
Swimwear

lily·AnS
Fine Lingerie • Foundations
Swimwear • Loungewear
TRAVEL@
(•)

•

~

218 Park Ave. N.
629-1705
I

14,
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BUDWEISER P. •KING OF BEERS P.•ANHEUSER-BLJSCH . rNC .•ST. LOUIS

WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
U.C.F. Rep. Robert Gibson, 671-0661 or 851-7100

•

,.

..
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•
Eat-In
Or
Take-Out

•

~~~~~ :.::~~ Crew takes third at Augusta
Salads
by Loreen Ray
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

•

Goldenrod Groves
Shopping Center

Winter Park

•

4270 S.R. 426
(305).678-8113

HOURS

•

9-9

Mon-Sat
12-7 Sun

•
•

All MEATS CUT
FRESH TO ORDER

WANTED
United States Naval Reserve

•

t

•

~Up to $4,000 available

in tuition assistance
or more for
one weekend a month
~Free travel (on space
available basis)
Training in 73 fields

•

~$82.00

•

-

The UCF crew team traveled to Augusta,
Georgia for the Augusta Invitational
Regatta last weekend to compete with a field
of over 20 crews, including crew powers
Oxford, Temple and Gerogetown
universities.
The Knights finished third in overall points
for the 1500 meter event behind Gerogetwon
University and Florida Institute of
Technology, respectively.
The men's lightweight four were UCF's
stars, winning gold medals in their event and
extending their winning streak to four
consecutive weeks. Despite setbacks from
illness within the boat, the lightweight men
showed no signs of weakness during the race,
powering to an early lead over West Virginia
and FIT to finish with open water in 5:09.97.
In the women's frosh four, UCF's novice
women took bronze medals for their effort
against Unilersity of Tennessee, Gerogetwon
University and Rollins College. The UCF
boat finished a close third to Gerogetown in a

BECAUSE WE TRY HARDER...
DON'T JUST TALK ABOUT US,

~

-~t7.

·

ARISTOCRAT\\~\~DESIG~S
K-MART

.

s~~

.

TRY US!

ALOMAAVE.

The Naval Reserve Sea and Air Mariner
program has it all contact Rick Morell,
or Larry Barnes
at (305) 420-6265.

race that was too close to call from the
spectators' stand .
The varsity women continued to impress
the crowd of over 9000 spectators by
upsetting FIT by more than 16 seconds,
finishing second to nationally 'ranked
Gerogetown University, 5:02.22 to 5:06.16.
The men's varsity eight brought home
bronze medals for a third place finish in the
petite finals.
Coach Kamrad was pleased with the team's
performance. Using the varsity women's
achievement as evidence of how his crew has
pulled together over the past month, Kamrad
praised the "spirit of cooperation and
support" that he has watched develop in his
young team.
The Coors' Sportsmanship Award
Committee echoed Kamrad's evaluation of
the team by officially recognizing the UCF
crew for "outstanding sportsmanship" with
a plaque at the closing ceremonies. The
Knights received a standing ovation from
their fellow oarsmen for the spirit and
cooperation they displayed during the two
days of regatta activities.

•

0
UNIV. BLVD.

$8 HAIRCUT

671-HAIR

INCLUDES WET CUT • Mon. and Fri. 9 ·- 6
AND BLOW DRY •Sat. 9 -5
LONGER HAIR EXTRA • Tues. - Thurs. 9 -7

UNIVERSITY SQUARE Next to Jewelry Store)

•
•

•

•

Special Deals Just for You
at the
McDonald's®
of Union Park

EFO.RA·RESUME.
We: know it's a busy time for you Time to cdehrarc:, rime lO rdkcr. Hut
it's also rime m look m the: lllrure.
Kinko's can hdp you prepare: for
your fiiture. We have a witle rang<: of
specialt pap<:rs anti marching
envdopes to giv<: your resume the
prc~fc.:ssional look it c.les<:rves.

r

Come by anti see us totlay. There's
no time lik<: tht.: present.

kinko•s®
Creat copies. Great people.
127 W. Fairbanks Ave. Winter Park 628-5255

A Ver/ Good Reason To
Come To The RockMe

•
•

r-------------------------------,
FREE McD.L:f.1MSANDWICH
with the purchase
of a McD.L.T. Sandwich

~~~~

•
•

Present this coupon and when you buy
one McD.LT IM sandwich. you'll gel the
second one free. Limit one coupon per
customer. per visil. Please present
coupon when ordering. Not valid with
any other offer.

Cilsh vi\lue 1/20 of l cent.
Got1d only i\1 :
Mdk11i.,kt's'111 of Union Pi\rk
1041;) E. 11 iglm-., y ;)IJ
Union

Park FL ;)2817

Vi\lid 4 / I 0/8H-4/ I ()/8(i

L-------------------------------~

You know Prudential. The Rock. Now I'd like
you to get to know me. As the new Prudential
agent in your area, I am trained to offer you
professional service for virtually all your
insurance needs... Life, Health, Auto and
Homeowner.
And I'm backed up by the vast resources of
the largest insurance company in the
country - Prudential.
So if personal, professional service is
important to you, contact me. I'm now here
to help.

Kevin P. Connell Orlando, Florida 32809
District Agent and
Office: (305) 857-1371
Registered Representative Residence: (305) 275-3049
The Prudential WiiJI

......

c ·1984 The Prudential
Insurance Company
of America .
Newark. N.J .

UCF, Manion beat Rollins
by Scott Wallin
CENTRAL. FLORIDA FUTURE

As the fans file into the
stands at the sun-drenched
stadium, they will hear the
hucksters singing .their
familiar
chorus
of,
"Peanuts,"
Cold Beah
Heah, ''
and ''Get cha
Program.'' They will hear the
intermittent "crack' of the
bat as the hitting stars take
batting practice and the ·
"splat" of the catcher's mitt
as the pitcher warms up.
The National Anthem will
begin to play and C\ll will
stand as one. The chubby
man in the blue shirt shouts,
"Play Ball!"
Some celebrity will wind up
with the first pitch, and once
more, we will i ni tia te
baseball, the mark of spring.
Yes, the national pastime is
back, even though there are
some who don't care.
The critics say that many
players are more interested in
winning millions of dollars
than in winning games for
fans. They say many of the
games brightest stars have
become · more interested in
lucrative
television
commercials than in their
performances on the playing
field. They say that the sport
has become drug-ridden,
thereby cheating the fan of
believing that its players are
so idealistic. They say that
some owners have no loyalty
towards the people who help
make the game what it is--the
fans. And finally, they say the
game is too slow, too dull and
too boring.
Baseball has had its share
of problems over the last
year, nobody can deny that,
nor would they want to. But
more importantly, these
problems are being solved by
everyone directly involved,
including the commissioner,
the players and the owners.
They have looked their
problems square in the eye
and taken action for a number
of reasons. One, because they
have dignity. Two, because
they make their living from
the sport. Finally, because
they care about the game and
because the millions of fans
who follow the game day in
and day· out mean a great deal
to them.
Baseball, as an institution,
is indeed attacking the drug
problem. The only debate now
is on the nature of attack. But
everone 's goals are the same:
to rid baseball of this evil
once and for all and to get on
with the game.
The sport has now entered
its 111 th season and once
again will survive any crisis
that it encounters. Indeed,
baseball has survived it all-from player's strikes to drug
scandals, from gambling
accusations to anti-trust
suits. The game of baseball is
here to stay.
So while the critics spend
their weekends bemoaning
baseball's demise, the rest of
us will be enjoying the rites of
spring.
"Play Ball!"
14

UCF slugged out fifteen base hits and
coasted behind Russ Manion's pitching to
drop crosstown rival Rollins College 8-2
Tuesday night at Winter Park.
Manion avenged an earlier season loss. to
the Tars by throwing a complete game, four
hit gem. Rollins beat Manion on March 1 at
UCF, nailing him · for six earned runs in 5.1
innings.
In this outing, however, Manion controlled
the game. He faced no more than four Tars in
each of the first eight innings and recorded
six strikeouts.
"I definitely wanted to pitch against them
again,·· Manion said. "It was probably my
best game ever."
SEE KNIGHTS, PAGE 9
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The Knights

are on the move again, having won four in a row.

Moss gives experience to Knights
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

On Jan. 1, the Orlando Renagades
stoped paying their coaches. As a result,
Renagades offensive coordinator Perry
Moss applied for and received the
position of defensive coordinator for
UCF football.
The job became available when Al
Seagraves left UCF to take an assistant
coaching job with The Citadel.
UCF athletic director and head
football coach Gene McDowell said that
he hired Moss because of his strong
background in football ranging from the
college level to the professional level.
Moss has coached at several
universities including Illinois,
Kentucky, Wisconsin, Lousiana State,
Florida State and Washington. At the
professional level, he has coached with
the Chicago Bears and the Buffalo Bills
and served as a scout with the Green

Bay Packers during the Vince Lombardi
years.
Moss said he could have taken an NFL
coaching job for more money but did not
want to sell his home and move to a
different city.
He added, "I think they've (UCF) got a
great future. The athletic department
and the university are on the verge of
progressing and Orlando is a great area
to live."
As a young man, Moss opted for
football over baseball as his sport. Moss'
father, a molder and iron worker, pushed
all of his sons toward baseball.
Making baseball an even stronger
temptation was Moss' older brother, Les
Moss. Les has been either a player or
coach in the major leagues for the past
40 years. He is the pitching coach for the
Houston Astros. .
Before he chose football, Moss had an
option to play for the Detroit Tigers on
one of their minor league teams.
When asked about why he chose

football over baseball, Moss said, "Well,
I don't know. You just kind of fall into
those things. I was just like a lot of
young kids that don't plan anything. If a
coach somewhere discovers that you've
got talent in football, you get a
scholarship, and I was fortunate enough
to have that happen."
From the NFL, Moss jumped to the
USFL as the Offensive Coordinator with
the Orlando Renagades.
Almost all of Moss' experience is as an
offensive coach. "From an offensive
standpoint, you know that you've got to
prepare your team against all these
defenses, and I think as an offensive
coordinator, you know the type of
defensive fronts, coverage, and
everything that will give you the most
problems."
He added, "I just try to have an
overall picture and overall scheme that
will be able to slow people down and give
them some problems, so they can't take
that ball and score on you every time."

Knights rout Bethune ·
for sweep of season .
Smith and three walks from
Alvin Riffman helped
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
send the Knights through the
order at their first at bat. Jose
The UCF baseball team, Soto knocked a single and _
with help from the football Mark 1v1aloney blasted a
and the basketball teams, has triple for the lone hits of the
set a new record for UCF inning.
sports. All three teams have
After a scoreless second •
contributed to the first ever inning the Knights bounced
UCF sweep of the three game back in the third. UCF once
season series against again went through their •
Bethune-Cookman.
order slugging four hits for
The final leg to attaining four runs. Odie Koehnke,
the triple crown was John Motsinger, Todd Reese
completed when the baseball and Vince Zawaski each had
team trounced Bethune- singles for the Knights. B-CC
Cookman 17-2 Monday night. did not score until the ninth
The series started with the 55 inning.
•
yard field goal by Eddie
At their last at bat, the
O'Brien last fall. The sweep Wildcats touched UCF
was kept intact during pitcher Kevin Bass for two
basketball season when the runs. A homer from first •
Knights
downed
the baseman Sheddrick Stevens
Wildcats, 78-62.
s~ored two for B-CC.
In baseball, the Knights
The winning pitcher, Rob
pounded the Wildcats' five Kendall, allowed no runs in
pitchers for 15 hits. Bethune five innings. Relief pitcher
allowed 11 UCF hitters to Kevin Snodgra.ss, who
reach on walks.
pitched for two innings and
UCF came out swinging struck out three, also held the
and scored four runs off two Wildcats scoreless.
hi ts in the first inning. Three
SEE BASEBALL, PAGE 9
errors from shortstop Larry
by Kathy Johnson

Tennis, anyone?

Mark Fischer/Central Florido Future

Kathy Pell stretches high for a return shot. The Ladies team
has had a tough time on the courts this year, recently
dropping 9-0 decisions to Florida Southern and Florida
Atlantic.

pitc~er

